CLEAR LAKE AUDIO

TIMO®

-This Flexible system can be used as a stand
alone, the Timo combines both, line array
solution or point source system, offering a
compact size and low weight in a module
With its clean and detailed
audio performance, smooth and even frequency response over
distance, high dynamic bandwidth and power
and headroom capability makes the Timo the
perfect choice for small to medium venues
where live music is needed.

Features
TIMO is designed either for permanently
installed spaces where the size is a requirement or a mobile system

The modules can be special color to
match the venue, all rigging fittings at the
rear of the cabinet, front links and Locking pins remain in black.

TIMO SPECIFICATIONS: TIMO® specifications are based on measurement procedures
to allow the realistic performance.
Frequency response
100Hz-20kHz
Max SPL– 118 dB 1 box*
121 dB 2 boxes*
124 dB 4 boxes*
127 dB 8 boxes*
Input XLR Balanced
775 mV– 10 K Ohms
Driver Type: Titanium high frequency driver &
Dual 6 woofers.
Power Amplification: Hi End, Class D, Power Factor correction
*Max SPL calculated

Enclosure
Height: 8.0in
Depth: 12.0in
Width: 21.0in
Connectors: Neutrik® XLR male & female, and
NAC3 Power Con.
Rigging: aircraft aluminum grade flying hardware
13 positions from 0 to 7.5 degree (0.55) interenclosure and multiple support bumper with flybar
Grill: Black Epoxy Perforated steel with
acoustically transparent cloth (Poroflex)
Finish: Elasto-Film Epoxy
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CLEAR LAKE AUDIO

TIMO®

Architectural View
With a coverage of 90 degrees horizontal and 15 degrees vertical, featuring two 6 inch mid woofers and a 1
inch high frequency compression
driver in a cabinet made of 19mm and
21mm baltic birch covered in a heavy
duty epoxy finish, amplified by a exceptionally low distortion and improved dynamic range Class D amplifier with AC input selection from 85v
to 132v with integrated thermal protection and 6061 aircraft aluminum
flying hardware with 13 position (0.55
degrees) from 0 to 7.5 angle variations

Designed for live shows or recorded music where a big response is needed from
a compact system such as rock music
and for dance club applications and for
fixed installations requiring a cost effective and high performance system, the
TIMO is an ultra compact line array very
easy to set up, is very lightweight, and
therefore easy to transport.

The Timo offers the most advanced
technical solutions to be found in this
class of product. It is sure to become
a vital component of many rental companies' inventory due to its versatile
design and simplicity of operation,
and is applicable to many different
sound reinforcement situations , such
as medium sized indoor and outdoor
events, small festivals, corporate
events, and even as delays or front fill
on larger shows. In the permanently
installed sound system sector, The
TIMO line array is ideal for theatre,
houses of worship, live music venues
and small clubs, theme parks, sports
facilities, and retail spaces.
flying hardware with 13 position (0.55
degrees) from 0 to 7.5 angle variations
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